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Let’s fly...!
Photo Tom Wray
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Contributions

Graham Henderson

We’re always on the look-out for
newsletter content and welcome
contributions from Club members.
Please send photographs and articles
for inclusion to newsletter@realaero.com
© Items in this publication remain the intellectual property of the
original contributors and/or their sources and should not be
reproduced without their express permission.

Steve Blee
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Chairman’s Message
It has become customary for me in
Decembers article to look back at the year in
summary before speaking of plans for the next
year. Well, there’s not a great deal I can say
about 2020! I do however wish to thank you
for your understanding and patience, during
this difficult year.
The passion and commitment seen from our
ranks toward the airfield and the Club has
been heart-warming and is a clear reminder
of what makes The Real Aeroplane Club and
our home, Breighton Airfield, so very special.
Looking forward to 2021 we have a full
event’s calendar, details of which are within
this newsletter. Not surprisingly I have to
caveat an events list with… subject to Covid19 restrictions! But, we took the decision
it is better to plan in the expectation and
hope of being able to hold events than it
is to ‘wait and see’. The events list will see
airfield operations return to normal, with some
exciting days in the planning. To assist with this
Emma Bradley has kindly volunteered (not
pressganged in the least!). We would like to
bring into 2021 more Club flyouts, day trips
and weekends. These can be pre planned or
‘off the cuff’. If you have any thoughts and
ideas on where you’d like to see the Club go
then do let, Emma, Andy or myself know.
The planned return to normal flying operations
has brought electronic conspicuity back to
mind. I would like to take a straw poll of what,
if any, system our members use. Would you
please take a moment to email, or message
me. It doesn’t need to be War and Peace, a
simple: Sky Echo, Pilot Aware or…. will suffice.
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The disruption seen this year has led to the
decision not to charge membership fees for
2021. The new membership cards have been
produced and are ready for collection from
the airfield – please see Andy Wood. We are
requesting you collect if possible, so that
we can save on postage. We are after all
Yorkshiremen! For those of you who are not
frequent visitors, please contact Andy
and he will post the card to you
(andyrealaero@outlook.com).
Our membership numbers have grown in
recent years and there has been much
discussion regarding the ongoing suitability of
the Club House. Alternative options have and
will continue to be explored. In the meantime
once it is considered safe to do so (another
Covid-19 reference) we will return to use the
Crew Room.
When we do reoccupy the Crew Room the
creation of the Duty Manager’s Office has
provided an opportunity to rethink the internal
layout. We plan to convert this office area
into a lounge area, leaving the partition wall
in place to separate the remainder of the
building for the café area. I know neither is a
particularly large area but, for the time being,
we are working with what we have.
I look forward to seeing you at the airfield
and wish you a very Merry Christmas and
a safe New Year.
Charles
RAC Chairman
Photo by Andy Wood

Photos by Steve Blee

2021 Events
Date & Time

Event

TBC

AGM - Members only

TBC

Duty Manager and Fire Training

10th & 11th April

WingWalking (Organised by Wingwalk Buzz)

17th & 18th April

Mclean Aerobatic Trophy (Organised and run by the BAA)

2nd May

Aero Jumble and Fly-in

22nd & 23rd May

WingWalking (organised by Wingwalk Buzz)

30th May

LAA UK 7 Scottish Tour, night stop at Breighton

19th & 20th June

WingWalking (organised by Wingwalk Buzz)

26th & 27th June

Vintage AIrcraft Club (VAC) Return to Breighton

3rd & 4th July

WingWalking (organised by Wingwalk Buzz)

17th & 18th July

Hangar Bash incorporating a
NEW UK Vintage Aerobatic Competition

1st & 2nd August

Fly-Out LAA Vale of York Strut @ Rufforth

13 & 15 August

Fly-Out Old Timer Fly in @ Schaffen Diest

21st & 22nd August

WingWalking (organised by Wingwalk Buzz)

29th August

Summer BBQ, Chilton Aircraft & Mikron Engine Aircraft Fly-in

3rd to 5th Sept

Fly-Out LAA Rally at Sywell

4th & 5th Sept

WingWalking (organised by Wingwalk Buzz)

13th November
4th December

Remembrance Sunday
Christmas Party

Subject to COVID-19 restrictions.
This list is frequently updated with both airfield-based events and Club Fly-outs.
Visiting aircraft are welcome at Breighton 365 days a year.
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H
Concrete, grass and a

Little History
Bungay (Flixton), USAAF Station 125
52° 25’ 48.00”N, 1° 24’ 59.00”E

Bungay, also known as Flixton, is located
just to the East of the village of Flixton on
the B1062. It was built in 1942 and originally
planned as a satellite airfield for Hardwick.
Bungay was featured on the cover of the
Roger Freeman/After The Battle book, Airfields of the Eighth, but back in 1977, was
far more intact, still having its runways and
perimeter track.

It was built with a 2000 yard main runways
and 1520 and 1400 yard secondary
runways. The two technical sites were
located to the West and North, with the
bomb dump to the East. The domestic
buildings were also dispersed and were all
temporary in nature, located to the West
of the airfield.

Bungay airfield in
1977 as featured on
Roger A Freeman’s
‘Airfields of the Eighth
Then and Now’.
A similar view to the book cover, seen in 1999.
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Bungay was unfinished when the first unit
moved in. The 428th Bomb Squadron,
part of the 310th Bomb Group, flew B-25C
Mitchells until November 1942. At that point
they moved out on a journey that would
eventually take them to North Africa.

The airfield was further developed to
accommodate a US Heavy Bomber
Group with the addition of two T2 hangars
and the hardstandings increased to
fifty. It was November 1943 before the
next group arrived. They were the 446th
Bomb Group flying the B-24 Liberator,
who became known as the “Bungay
Buckaroos”.

B-24 Liberators operated from Bungay.

In December, the 329th Bomb Squadron
arrived with eight B-24D Liberators. They
were part of the 93rd Bomb Group but
flew small nuisance raids in bad weather
to harass the German air defence system.
They remained until March 1943 when they
returned to the main group at Hardwick.

B-24J Bungay Buckaroo at Pima Museum, Arizona

Heading East along the E-W secondary runway.

The 446th Group, along with the 448th BG
at Seething and 93rd BG from Hardwick,
formed the 20th Combat Wing, of the 2nd
Air Division, of the US 8th Air Force. The
Group flew their first mission on December
16th 1943 to the port area at Bremen.
Twenty Four Liberators were dispatched to
the target with twenty listed as effective.
Effective means that twenty reached and
bombed the target. It suggests there were
four aborts due to mechanical failure or
damage before reaching the target as
there were no aircraft listed as missing and
no crew killed or wounded.
Continued overleaf
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Concrete, grass and a

Little History

Continued from previous page

One of the underground bulk fuel storage tanks.

Finals heading North East for the main runway.

On return, two B-24’s crash landed near
and at Bungay airfield, being classified
as Category ‘E’ write offs. One other B-24
was listed as damaged during the mission.
This was the first of 273 missions flown from
Bungay by the 446th.

The Group returned to the USA late in June
’45 and the base returned to RAF control.
For the next ten years, No.53 Maintenance
Unit was stationed at Bungay, using the
airfield for bomb storage.

A high approach flying South for the N-S runway.

By D-Day, the Group had flown over
eighty missions and on D-Day itself, the
Group led the whole of the 8th Air Force in
bombing the Normandy beaches. Almost
another two hundred missions later, the
Group flew its last mission, to Salzberg on
April 25th 1945.
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Finals heading South West for the main runway.

The airfield eventually became surplus and
was made available for sale in 1961/62.
For another 15 or so years, the airfield
remained fairly intact, with the runways
and perimeter track surviving. In early
1977, the Martlesham Parachute Club
moved to Bungay. In the early 1980’s,
there were also crop sprayers operating
from the airfield.

In 1984, work started on breaking up
the runways and perimeter tracks for
hardcore. As was typical when breaking
up other 8th Air Force airfields, single bays
of the runways and perimeter tracks were
left intact for farm access roads.

Vickers Valetta C2 VX580.

The museum itself has a few rare of unique
exhibits and airframes, including one of
only two surviving Vickers Valettas and
a captured Argentinian FMA Pucara.
The museum has many other airframes,
including gliders, piston, jet and rotary
wing craft.
Looking North up the secondary runway to the
main Technical Site on the left.

Most of the airfield buildings have also long
since been demolished. During one of my
visits on the ground, what appeared to be
one of the underground fuel storage tanks
had been unearthed and brought to the
surface. Each airfield had two fuel stores,
each containing at least 100,000 gallons.
FMA 1A-58 Pucara A-528

Steve Carr
Bibliography
Airfields of the Eighth Roger Freeman/After The Battle
Airfields of the Ninth Roger Freeman/After The Battle
Wing Commander Ken Wallis and “Little Nellie”.

While the airfield now stands silent,
less than a mile away, there is still an
aviation connection with the Norfolk
and Suffolk Aviation Museum. There are
several displays about the 446th Bomb
Group at the museum. For many years,
Wing Commander Ken Wallis had an
association with the museum and was
often seen there. He was president of the
museum until his death in 2013.

The Mighty Eighth Roger A. Freeman
Mighty Eighth War Diary Roger A. Freeman
The Mighty Eighth War Manual Roger A. Freeman
The Mighty Eighth in Colour Roger A. Freeman
British Military Airfield Architecture –
Paul Francis
Wikipedia
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News round-up
HB-MIC at Bagington, 13/07/1957
Photos © Tony Hanke, reproduced with his kind permission

Historic Jungmeister arrives at Breighton
The latest aircraft to be delivered to the RAC
hangar is Dornier built BU-133 Jungmeister,
serial number 33, arriving from the States in
September. Last registered and flown
as HB-MIC, the aircraft has quite a history,
having been flown by Francis Liardon,
3 time Swiss aerobatics champion, in
competitions across Europe between the
late 1940’s to the 60’s.

In 1967 the aircraft was exported to the US
and has been stored in climate-controlled
environment ever since. Complete down
to the original tool kit, Siemens SH14A4
and factory paperwork the aircraft
remains in its ‘time capsuled’ state, exactly
as Liardon had left it - a true ‘Barn Find’.
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Although in remarkable condition there’s
a little work to do before the Jungmeister
can fly again. Picture by Jez Poller

And there’s even more...

Despite the covid pandemic the Real Aeroplane Company have been busy
during 2020. First up, the Fairey Junior has had its original paint scheme restored,
now she also looks very much the proper classic that she undoubtedly is. Shortly
after that the lovely Piper Cub ‘Old Yeller’ was shipped-in from the US and added
to the inventory. Two Chilton Monoplanes from the golden era of air racing in
the 1940’s and ‘50’s, each with well documented histories, have also joined the
collection. STOP PRESS: as we put this newsletter together, Taff Smith’s newly
purchased SAAB Safir has also arrived at Breighton from Italy.
Pictures by Andy Wood and Real Aeroplane Company Engineering

Spitfire debut
A familiar silhouette returned to the skies
above Breighton last September when
Spitfire Mk. 26 G-CLKN emerged from the
workshop some 14 years after the build
began. The replica Spitfire appropriately
made its maiden flight from Breighton
on the 80th anniversary of the Battle of
Britain. Once testing is complete the
owner plans to have the aircraft painted
in camouflage and RAF markings.
Picture by Andy Wood
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2004: Pinnacle of The Warbird Years

The year 2004 saw the airfield reach the pinnacle of its warbird operations with a major
warbird weekend scheduled for the main July event.
But before that we had a couple of early
season events and despite somewhat
inclement weather at the May Fly-in we
still had an eclectic mixture of visiting
aircraft on the field including a first visit
from the Dove G-ARHW (BELOW) and
Chrislea Super Ace G-AKUW amongst
others.

(ABOVE) One of our more interesting
residents at this time was the Italian Avia
FL.3 G-AGFT. The Italian markings did
not last long, as it was recovered the
following year and adopted a Croatian
Air Force colour scheme in the process.
In the background of that photo is one of
Graham Snook’s Alouette II’s which were
regular visitors.
12

(LEFT) I had forgotten that at this time the
airfield was defended by the Rescue Truck
Mk.1 complete with gun turret!

(ABOVE) One weekend in July saw Air Tractor AT-301 N23477 call in for a few days,
having flown the Atlantic, it was on route from the USA to Africa. Powered by a 600hp
P&W R1340, we got an exceptionally good fuel sale from that one.

(RIGHT) Most weekends
also saw Graham Wood
visiting in his Gazelle which
he kept at Murton near
York, and Gazelles were
soon to become a very
familiar sight at Breighton
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And so, to the main event of the year
and the Warbird Gathering, it is hard to
believe now that the six ship formation of
three Mustangs, Spitfire, Hurricane and
Yak 11 actually took place at Breighton.
The Buchon was also flying by this time
but did not take part in the formation.
The Mustangs comprised Janie, Jumpin’
Jacques and Big Beautiful Doll.

Warbird Ba
lbo of 3x
Mustangs, S
pitfire,
Hurricane a
nd a Yak 11

(ABOVE) The ‘gaggle’ of Mustangs
(LEFT) The newly restored Buchon sadly sitting this one out

The Dove was back for another visit and one of the highlights was the
three ship of Percivals, Proctor, Prentice and Vega Gull from Biggin Hill.
This gave us a good opportunity to display the Vega Gull and Mew
Gull together for the first time in many years.
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(RIGHT) The afternoon was concluded
with several flypasts from the BBMF with
Lancaster, Spitfire and Hurricane, we were
drowning in the sounds of Merlins, possibly
one of the best weekends at Breighton,
the like of which we will not see again.

In August I was lucky
enough to be invited
to participate in
an air to air photo
session with the
Utterly Butterly
Stearman when
they were based
for a weekend of
operations, the
following month it
was Geoff’s turn
and some air to
airs of the Cub were captured,
that’s JJ (John Jinks) in the back seat.
As the year drew to a close, we started
to see regular visits from 202 Squadron
Sea Kings from Leconfield on a Sunday
morning, the crews having developed an
affinity to our bacon butties!
That is all until I cover 2005 and we are still
awaiting the arrival of Taff’s P.51…
Words and photographs by Andy Wood
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Meet the member
By David Butler, RAC website

Photo Andy Wood

As I have recently volunteered to continue the Club newsletter its probably only right
and proper that I introduce myself (especially following the grim realisation we have no
articles ‘in the tank’ for this issue!).
I was born in Church Fenton so aviation
is in my DNA, but any early interest I
had as a child rapidly waned following
a family relocation when I was 10. The
dormancy lasted until the 1980’s when,
alone in Leeds and lost for something to
do, I decided to head back to Fenton on
the train for the annual SSAFA airshow.
My arrival at the airfield coincided with
that of a Tornado F3, ripping the cerebral
cobwebs apart and sending my pulse
racing - I was back in the room!
I remember very little of the show itself
except for a tiny yellow vintage biplane
doing aerobatics that had flown, or was
planning to fly, from Australia to the UK,
registered G-TAFF and apparently based
in Yorkshire.
In 1991 I headed for Fenton again (as had
become usual by now), this time gennedup courtesy of an insatiable appetite
for WW2 fighters after buying a video
about the Great Warbirds airshow at West
Malling. I was keen to see a particular,
fairly recently imported, P-51 Mustang
16

belonging to Spencer Flack and displayed
by Squadron Leader Rod Dean. Since
the ‘Memphis Belle’ movie, all UK based
Mustangs seemed to have been painted
olive green, Spencer’s however sported a
4th FG scheme on silver - precisely how I
felt a Mustang should look!
The aircraft arrived in the morning with
a wonderful run-and-break but left a
little time later, it was due to fly to RAF
Cosford for their annual event first and
then straight into its display at Fenton
upon its return. Cosford didn’t go quite to
plan for Rod (enough said!) and on any
other day he might well have folded his
cards and gone home - however, as good
fortune would have it, he’d dropped-off
a passenger at Fenton that morning and
needed to return in order to pick him up
and deliver him back to Leavesden.
During the transit from Cosford to Fenton
the Mustang handled as it should and Rod
decided to go ahead with the display,
much to the surprise and delight of the
spectators who’d already been informed

of its cancellation! This was a pivotal
moment for me, I was so chuffed he’d
returned and displayed that I wrote to
the team to thank them (pre email days!)
and was over the moon when I received
a lovely letter from Nicola Rennie, Spencer
Flack’s PA, along with a photo of the
Mustang signed by Rod.
I kept in touch with Nicola and even
designed some marketing collateral and
teeshirts for the Mustang team. On the
week leading up to the next SSAFA show
I received a note telling me that the P-51
had been rebooked and if I could wait
beside the static park Rod had arranged
for me to get a closer look at ‘Sunny’ by
way of thanks. It turned into more than just
a closer look - in no time at all we were
hurtling along runway 24 - my first airshow
flight, my first Mustang flight, my first flight
in anything as it happens - what a thrill!
Photo Louisa Frith

and Waddington where I had been roped
into working on the merchandise stand.
Whilst at Waddington I noticed a little
yellow Czech military jet in the flying
display, registered G-OTAF and apparently
based in Yorkshire.
A short time after that I took on the
Elvington airshow website but also had
a small aviation website of my own
entitled Rote8 (how cheesy!), basically
an events guide focussing on Yorkshire
in which I added all the local fly-in and
airshow dates, RAF Families Days, Linton
graduation dates etc. Within Rote8 I
added a solitary page dedicated to a
little airfield called Breighton as it seemed
to host half the events in the north of
England at that time! One day I phoned
the airfield for their events calendar. The
voice on the end of the line revealed that
they had a T-6 and Spitfire, and would
soon be receiving a Hurricane - imagine
that, in Yorkshire of all places!
The penny drops...!

I spent the rest of the show airside and
noted a little grey biplane I’d not heard of
before doing aerobatics - G-TAFI was the
registration if I remember correctly and it
was apparently based in Yorkshire.

I subsequently visited Breighton a handful
of times to snatch a glimpse of the fighters
and to take photos for my Breighton
webpage. One day Tony Smith emailed
to ask if I’d like to pop over and discuss
building a new website for the Real
Aeroplane Company? So off to Breighton
I toddled to be duly chucked into the
backseat of a Nanchang for a local jolly!
Mid-way through the flight my pilot held
up his hands and proclaimed in that
Yorkshire-Welsh accent we all know and
love that I had control - jeez!!

My next aviation adventure came via
Nicola again, the Hunter Flying Club
were rebranding as Classic Jets and she
had put my name forward as a possible
source for logo design (which I also later
modified for the Neville Duke World Air
Speed Record anniversary as the team
were involved). I was instantly hooked on
the Hunter and enjoyed a good couple
of seasons following the team around
including memorable shows at Woodford
17
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Since then I’ve enjoyed some of my most
treasured aviation moments through
my tiny association with Breighton: flying
out to Reno to see Taff displaying the
Mew Gull around the legendary pylons
and getting out on the ramp with ‘XF,
camping at Croft with the Spitty, T-6 and
Hurricane, seeing the Mew Gull fly with
2 Spitfires for Alex Henshaw at Duxford,
seeing Taff fly one of his first displays in
the Spitfire alongside Charlie Brown in
the BF109 ‘Gustav’ at Elvington, writing
articles for Warbirds International, Pacific
Flyer, EAA Warbirds and numerous others,
sitting in a Merlin helicopter on the runway
at Breighton, being part of the Cape
Run team, involving myself in much of
the marketing for the fly-ins and airshow,
organising BBMF flypasts for the Summer
Weekenders, not to mention following
Taff and Brian Brown’s displays as the
‘Black and Blue’ (and briefly ‘Pink’) pair
at various locations across the country.
By far the most outrageous moment,
however, was getting to fly in the back
of Taff’s Mustang ‘Susy’, accompanied
by Brian Brown in the Hurricane, to the
bi-annual Memorial Airshow at Roudnice
Nad Labem in the Czech Republic. As
16
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spooky coincidence would have it,
‘Susy’, like ‘Sunny’, was another 4th FG
schemed machine, not only that, through
my reading up on the ‘Debden Eagles’
I learned that the 4th FG’s final wartime
action in Europe was to strafe targets near
Pilsen, just down the road from where we
were heading - you simply couldn’t make
this stuff up!!

Photo Danial Wolf

So many amazing dreams turned into
memories - and yes, I concur with our
late friend Brian Brown, they are so
much better.

Taking Flight
The story behind my Paintings of the Air Calendar 2020

Graham Henderson, GAvA

I’ve had a pencil in my hand almost since
being a toddler. My first years were in
Northumberland near to the RAF base
of Acklington. Apparently I was taken
to the airshows there, but I don’t recall.
I do remember being frightened by the
‘screaming’ low level jets coming in to
land. Somehow this became a passion,
especially with a history of relatives in the
RFC + RAF, from WW1 up to the 1980’s
(a 2nd cousin being Boss of 12 squadron
on Buccaneers).

course!” My fib spurred me into action,
resulting in my first oil painting, a Lightning
in oils... I was pleased to find it was well
received and sold well as a print.

Sadly I don’t fly, the nearest being a flying
lesson in a Cessna 150 from Humberside
Airport and a flight in a Tiger Moth (both
free, as part of winning a competition!).
However when I HAVE flown it ‘s been
infrequent but in a wide variety of aircraft.
My first flight was in an Islander, my 2nd
a Dakota from Humberside. Others have
included a Twin Pioneer from Coventry
to a Boeing 777 from Atlanta. The
most memorable being a trip in a 100
Squadron Hawk as part of a drawing/print
commission... another story!

I’m now the Organiser for the Northern
Region, helping aviation artists develop
and to arrange sketching/painting days
at aviation-related venues in the North of
England + Scotland. An all-time favourite
is of course at Breighton and the Real
Aeroplane Company. We’re always sure
of an enthusiastic and friendly welcome.

My drawing developed and for a while
I had an airshow business, Flightline
Graphics taking commissions and selling
prints. It was at RIAT Fairford that someone
asked if I did ’colour work’. I said “Of

Since then my painting (self taught) has
developed and largely taken over from
my drawings. With some encouragement
I joined the ‘hallowed’ Guild of
Aviation Artists where, to my continued
amazement, I’ve progressed to their
elusive Full member status!

I have a great and varied interest in the
aviation scene, both civil and military, but
looking back it’s on the historical side and
with a focus on special human interaction
with the aircraft. I find scenes of the
relationship between pilot and aircraft
fascinating and look out for such scenes
whenever I visit an airshow or event. Over
the years, my catalogue of work has built
Continued
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up and I keep getting surprised at what
I’ve created when I look back.
Three or four years ago it was
approaching the end of the year and I
was lost for ideas what to get as presents
for friends and relatives for Christmas.
Inspiration came when I saw an advert for
bespoke, individual calendars! I gathered
some paintings/drawings and the resulting
printed calendar was so well received
that I’ve developed it. It’s still largely
for friends/relatives - but now making it
available to the public.
Subjects are wide and diverse but still
my favourites are the personal scenes.
This year RAC members may recognise
a certain Simon Ducker featuring in July!
This painting was based on a photo I took
when visiting the special fly-in/airshow in
July 2006. I still rank it as one of the very
best air events I’ve visited. When walking
along the flightline I saw this scene. I
didn’t know what was going on: the
pilot receiving instruction or him giving a
‘cockpit tour’ , but found it fascinating
and had to paint it. It‘s only recently that
I’ve found out what was going on and the
story behind it. Thank you Simon.
Other personal scenes have been
featured in the calendar: Alex Henshaw’s
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Mew Gull
receiving TLC at
Breighton, a P-51
Mustang giving
shelter at Duxford
Flying Legends
and a famous
Spitfire (N3200)
providing ‘Rats’
with a viewing
platform for the
Battle of Britain
airshow at Duxford
(title: ‘Best Seat in the House’).
Incidentally, other RAC aircraft/visitors
painted have included the Mustang
G-CDHI/Susy, Chilton G-AESZ and Arrow
Active G-BDVE.
Best wishes
Graham Henderson, GAvA
grahamhe@hotmail.co.uk
07747 529880

2021 Calendar
Next year’s calendar is in two versions
and two sizes! I couldn’t choose between a Vulcan or Typhoons painting
for the cover, so put it to a vote. After a
50-50% split I decided to do both - in A4
and A3 sizes! There are a few with Club
members already - with some welcome
reviews. If you’d like a calendar - personally signed - or for more information
- just get in touch!

Crossword
Across
5. PA32 or US warship (8)
7. Cute, fluffy ultra light (4, 6)
8. ‘joby po’ - rare aero engine (6)
10. Yorkshire town/heavy bomber (7)
11. P-51 & F-86 designer
12. ‘mr ageist’ won’t like this kite then (8)

Down
1. The son of Odin and Breighton resident in
the 1960’s (4)
2. Film in which Taff doubled for 007 (8, 5, 4)
3. You rang mi Lord? (6)
4. RAF Breighton wartime callsign (5)
6. Fairey Junior landing off-shore (3, 5)
9. Yorkshire airfield, wartime home of
the Thunderbirds (8)
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Answers in the next newsletter and on the website (www.realaero.com/bugle.html).
Photo Steve Blee
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Membership matters
Hopefully you are all keeping well during these difficult times, unsurprisingly membership
numbers are down this year, after finishing 2019 with a total of 466 members, we have
struggled this year and just managed to make 400 before lockdown.
As most of you will now know we have decided to not charge the 2021 membership
fee as a lot of you have not been able to use the facilities this year.
The new membership cards will be available by the end of the year and in an effort to
save some costs, can be picked up from myself / the Duty Managers office when you
visit the airfield. If anyone thinks they will need their card before they visit the airfield,
then please drop me an email at andyrealaero@outlook.com and I will pop it in the
post for you.
Hope to see you all in more normal times soon…
Andy

(BELOW) Social distancing - not a new concept by any
means! Photo Andy Wood
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Tailpiece
78 Squadron Merlin at Breighton August 2014 - their final
visit prior to disbandment, having flown wartime Ops from
here between June 1943 and September 1945.
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Contributions
Thanks to Charles Sunter, Steve Carr,
Jez Poller, Tony Hanke, Louisa Frith,
Graham Henderson GAvA, Steve Blee,
Andy Wood, Tom Wray, Danial Wolf, Trevor
Holmes and Real Aeroplane Company
Your contributions are what will keep this
newsletter fresh and interesting. Please
forward your stories, photographs, ‘Meet
the Member’ articles, fly-in/airfield reports
and news to newsletter@realaero.com

Photo Jez Poller

